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Dal libro di testo Identity A2 to B1 sono state svolte le units Starter e dalla 1 alla 5. 

In particolare: 

 

Trimestre 

 

Grammar 
Be affirmative, negative, interrogative and short answers - question words - possessive 

adjectives - definite and indefinite articles - plural nouns - demonstrative adjectives - Saxon 

genitive - possessive pronouns – whose – imperative - object pronouns - there is/there are -  

some and any- prepositions of place - have got - adjective order. 

 

Vocabulary 
Countries and nationalities – the alphabet - cardinal numbers - ordinal numbers – colors - 

days, months and seasons – dates - classroom objects - common adjectives - common 

nouns - bedroom furniture - physical appearance. 

 

Competences 
Talk about nationality - give personal information - talk about object s- talk about dates and 

possessions - give and follow instructions - talk about favourites - describe bedrooms - talk 

about possession and appearance. 

 

 

Pentamestre 

 

Grammar 

Present simple - prepositions of time - adverbs of frequency -  expressions of frequency – 

can - adverbs of manner - like/love/enjoy/hate+ing - present continuous -  present simple vs 



present continuous - dynamic and stative verbs - countable and uncountable nouns - some, 

any, no - much,many,a lot of/lots of, a few, a little, too much, too many, (not) enough, too + 

adjective, (not)+ adjective+enough. 

 

Vocabulary 

Daily routine - telling the time - everyday activities - free time activities - play, do and go - 

personality adjectives - clothes and accessories - adjectives for clothes – shops - food and 

drink - portions and containers - adjectives for food and drink. 

 

Competences 

Talk about routines - lifestyle and habits - talk about free time, ability, likes and dislikes - talk 
about clothes and style - talk about the present - talk about food and drink, quantity and diet. 
 
 
Delle suddette units sono state svolte tutte le attività di ascolto, lettura e comprensione, 

scrittura presenti nel testo. 

 

 

Dal libro di testo Get Inside Grammar, sono stati svolti diversi esercizi di recupero e 

approfondimento degli argomenti trattati. 

 

Programma di educazione civica: 

 

You’re strong. You’re Beautiful. You’re enough: The problem of negative body images. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 


